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Abstract

Limited reproducibility and validity are major sources of concern in biology and other fields of science. Their
origins have been extensively described and include material variability, incomplete materials and methods re-
port, results selection, defective experimental design, lack of power, inappropriate statistics, overinterpretation,
and reluctance to publish negative results. Promoting complete and accurate communication of positive and
negative results is a major objective. Multiple steps in this direction are taken, but they are not sufficient and
the general construction of articles has not been questioned. I propose here a simple change with a potentially
strong positive impact. First, when they complete a substantial coherent set of experiments, scientists deposit
their positive or negative results in a database [“deposited results,” (DRs)], including detailed materials, meth-
ods, raw data, analysis, and processed results. The DRs are technically reviewed and validated as “validated
DRs” (vDRs) or rejected until satisfactory. vDR databases are open (after an embargo period if requested by
the authors) and can later be updated by them or others with replications or replication failures, providing a
comprehensive active log of scientific data. Articles, in this proposal, are then built as they currently are, ex-
cept they only include vDRs as strong and open building blocks. I argue that this approach would increase
the transparency, reproducibility, and reliability of scientific publications and have additional advantages in-
cluding accurate author credit, better material for evaluation, exhaustive scientific archiving, and increased
openness of life science material.

Significance Statement

Publication validity and reproducibility are major issues in life sciences with an important cost, decreased
research yield, and slowed progress. A number of initiatives are currently underway but they are partial or in-
sufficient and do not challenge the way scientific material is made publicly available. I propose a radical but
in essence simple change to address these limitations, a two-step process made possible by current infor-
mation technology. First, deposit in dedicated databases and validation of comprehensive information on
coherent sets of completed experiments. Second, preparation and submission of articles using only these
deposited and validated results. This would improve reliability and reproducibility, but also address a num-
ber of additional issues including openness, credit, evaluation, and archiving.
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Introduction
The validity of many results obtained in biological sci-

ences, medicine, and social sciences has been repeat-
edly questioned because of their poor reproducibility
(Ioannidis, 2005; Prinz et al., 2011; Camerer et al., 2018).
This is a major source of concern for scientists, journals,
funding bodies, and industry. The general public is also
alerted since this subject is relayed by the media, without
the nuances necessary for its proper understanding. It
can raise doubts about the scientific approach and fuel
antiscience trends (Achenbach, 2015). Despite these
limitations, biology moves forward at a steady pace, but
poor reproducibility and limited validity are likely to de-
crease the yield of research, slowing progress and in-
creasing cost (Freedman et al., 2015). Ways to improve
the situation have been put forward, and journals have
started requesting better statistical analyses, more raw
data, and detailed methods, a posteriori. Yet the way ar-
ticles are constructed has not been questioned. I pro-
pose a radical change, which is now made possible by
current information technology and which would have a
profound impact on reproducibility and validity and
would make science fully open. The principle is very sim-
ple: first, when scientists complete a coherent group of
experiments, they deposit their full methods and results
in a “validating” database, which is open (after an em-
bargo period if requested) and updatable. Second, later
to write articles scientists use as many sets of validated
deposited results (DRs; already open or still under em-
bargo) as needed. Conclusions and hypotheses in pub-
lished articles are thus based on strong, open, and
updatable data.

Sources of validity and reproducibility
failures
The sources of the reproducibility and validity failures are

multiple and have been thoroughly described (Ioannidis,
2005; Prinz et al., 2011; Ioannidis, 2014; Munafò et al.,
2017; Nimpf and Keays, 2020). In biology, difficulties are in-
herent to the variable nature of the object under study: re-
sults can differ depending on cell lines, clones, animal
species, strains, sex, age, circadian or seasonal variations,
or the way animals are housed. There is also variability in
biological, or even chemical, reagents, including between
providers, batches, and storage or preparation proce-
dures. Success of delicate experiments may depend on a
performer’s dexterity and/or tiny details. Many of these dif-
ferences are currently impossible to track because materi-
als and methods are not described in sufficient detail. Even

when they are carefully recorded in laboratory notebooks,
the information remains confidential, inaccessible to the
scientific community, and can be lost.
Problems may also arise from design, analyses, and

interpretation ranging from flawed experimental design
or underpowered experiments to inadequate statistical
analysis and overinterpretation of data (Ioannidis, 2014).
Hidden aspects complicate the problem, such as exclusion
of “aberrant” data points (outliers) or “failed” experiments.
Although exclusion is clearly justified when external interfer-
ence, such as a sick animal or a defective reagent, is clearly
identified, the boundaries are ill defined and the rationale
should not be hidden. Outliers and failed experiments
should, I argue, be part of the report but not included in the
final analyses with explicit justification of their exclusion.
Despite a general effort to improve all these issues, it is diffi-
cult to estimate the extent of their persistence, presumably
still high (Yarborough et al., 2019).
As often pointed out, “publish or perish” is part of the

problem, as well as the reluctance of authors and journals
to publish negative or confirmatory results (Nimpf and
Keays, 2020). Peer review is expected to detect and cor-
rect errors and shortcomings, but the process is far from
being perfect. For example, because biological sciences
are increasingly complex and technically sophisticated,
questions are addressed with multiple approaches. “Big”
papers contain a plethora of results with a nice storyline
that we love reading (Sanes, 2019), as we love watching
high-budget movies. But scientific papers are not fiction.
Reviewers have limited time, and each of them masters
only a few of the techniques used. A nice storyline and/or
the potential high impact of the findings may render the
authors and reviewers less critical about some experi-
mental details “where the devil is.”

Examples of current approaches to
address the reproducibility crisis
Many excellent suggestions to improve the quality of

published science have been made, while acknowledging
the difficulties of their implementation (for example, see
Ioannidis, 2014; Munafò et al., 2017; Yarborough et al.,
2019). Recent evolutions have also brought significant
improvement.
Unpublished preprint publication is important progress,

whose amazing success demonstrates the possible
speed of evolution in the way science is communicated.
Preprint servers allow faster access to novel material and
possible feedback from any reader before the work is for-
mally submitted. Some journals, such as eLife, now ac-
cept direct submission and review of material already
in BioRxiv, while others provide preprint publication serv-
ice at the time of submission. These are welcome steps,
which simplify the submission process. However, such
preprints are just unreviewed article manuscripts with all
the limitations of current articles that are discussed above.
The advantages of preprint publication and the changes in
articles composition proposed here (see below) will be eas-
ily combined with the publication on open databases of full
articles comprising vDRs before they are actually submit-
ted or accepted.
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A different useful development is study preregistration
that increases methodological and statistical rigor. It is
not applicable to all types of research and does not pre-
vent all the reporting insufficiencies described above.
Although a growing number of top journals encour-

age authors to make available more experimental de-
tails (e.g., a list of antibodies) and raw data, and are
increasingly demanding about the quality of statistical
analyses, these steps occur a posteriori, often late
after experiments are completed, and rely mostly on
the authors’ willingness for precision and exhaustive-
ness (a daunting task in manuscripts that include nu-
merous experimental results).
Improvements are also underway with respect to publi-

cation of negative results, as illustrated by an increasing
number of journals encouraging the publication of nega-
tive results (including eNeuro: https://www.eneuro.org/
content/general-information#types).
It is important to stress that in areas of quantitative biol-

ogy such as genomics, transcriptomics, or structural biol-
ogy, the availability of full datasets is already the rule, not
the exception. However, as in other domains, key details
about the experiments from which the datasets are gener-
ated can be missing.
Finally, I would like to mention the recent and laudable

initiative of “micropublication” (Raciti et al., 2018), which
shares some features with the current proposal, such as
open publication of simple data, but with important differ-
ences including the fact that in my proposal deposited re-
sults are not a final publication but the building block of
full articles.
Thus, the recent progress does not address most of the

issues and limitations that hinder high-quality science
publication, but it clearly shows that the way scientists
publish their results is improving and that further progress
is possible and will be welcome if it is recognized as being
useful.

Proposal of a two-step procedure: results
deposit and validation before article
submission
Here, I propose to dissociate the publication of results

with their detailed materials, methods, and analytical pro-
cedures, as DRs, from that of articles. The deposit and
validation of results would be the first step in open scien-
tific communication and would provide the strong mate-
rial from which next-generation scientific articles will be
build. Such a change was not feasible a few years ago be-
cause of obvious technical limitations, but it is now possi-
ble with current information technology and powerful
databases. In this proposal, the unit of DRs corresponds
to a specific experiment or group of highly related ex-
periments (including replications if already conducted).
Preliminary or first results cannot be considered as DRs,
which must correspond to a full experiment or set of re-
lated experiments with clear and conclusive (positive or
negative) results. At the other end of the spectrum, a
very complex set of experiments and results that can be
divided into logically and methodologically separated
subsets, could be deposited as several DRs. To be

deposited, a DR includes (1) a clear exposure of the pre-
cise biological question that the experiment directly aims
to answer; (2) the minute details of all resources used
(e.g., equipment location and description, reagent sour-
ces and batches, cell lines, or animals precise descrip-
tion); (3) the meticulous report of all procedures (step by
step, mentioning possible procedure variations, includ-
ing videos if necessary); (4) all raw data, processed data,
processing procedures (including macros or software);
and (5) final results (e.g., images, tables, plots, graphs)
with their detailed statistical analyses. In brief, a DR con-
tains all that is needed to assess the quality of the results
and reproduce exactly the same experiments. It is very
close to what laboratory notebooks (should) contain. It
also includes required additional regulatory or ethical in-
formation regarding animal experiments or human mate-
rial or participation. Outliers or failed experiments, if
any, are indicated, and the rationale for their exclusion
provided. In contrast, authors do not have to justify why
they did the experiment, in what intellectual line of re-
search it is included, or what the broad implications
might be. DRs include just the facts, but all the facts
needed to reproduce procedures and compare results.
Results can be “positive” (an effect is observed) or “neg-
ative” (no effect is observed), but they have to be con-
vincingly supported by the experimental evidence. The
DR is reviewed by two experts in the methodological ap-
proach and statistics are checked. If any information is
missing or flaws are detected, the authors are requested
to revise and resubmit (these exchanges are part of the
DR record). The format of the material to be provided in
DR is expected to be standardized to make it easy for
depositing and reviewing (“validating”) scientists to be
sure that all the needed information is provided. When
satisfactory, the DR is validated, becoming a vDR registered
in the database. vDRs are made public in fully open access,
either immediately, or, if the authors’ request, after an em-
bargo period until the article is accepted. This optional em-
bargo period is very important to ensure scientists who think
their work is highly competitive and do not want their experi-
mental ideas and results to be public before the final article is
actually accepted.
Articles, in my proposal, are almost identical to what

they currently are, with a key difference: they are com-
posed of vDRs instead of the current reports with in-
complete procedures and partial results. The merit of
the manuscript is evaluated by reviewers, as it currently
is, on the basis of the interest of the biological question
addressed, and the strength and convergence of the
experimental evidence to support the conclusions. Of
course, for their evaluation reviewers have privileged
and confidential full access to the vDRs even if under
embargo. Should the reviewers request additional ex-
periments, the authors need to have them validated in-
dependently as vDRs before resubmission to keep the
same high standards throughout the publication pro-
cess. Moreover, as indicated below, after article publi-
cation, a vDR remains an open record that can be
enriched later by the same authors or others, always
with the same high-quality requirements.
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Advantages of vDRs in addition to
increased reproducibility and validity
By ensuring the full communication of all experimental

material, procedures, and data, in a controlled manner,
the proposed vDR procedure is expected to increase the
validity of results and their reproducibility, ultimately lead-
ing to an overall gain in scientific quality and transpar-
ency. In addition, it would have many other advantages
that can be summarized as follows.
A DR is one substantial set of identical or complemen-

tary experiments, and submission quickly follows their
completion, before details are lost or forgotten. The per-
sons actually involved in the experiments submit the DR
and are its authors with explicit indication of their precise
role. This credit attribution is easy for one set of experi-
ments, whereas it is complex in articles that include nu-
merous experiments and results. This can be a significant
improvement in relation to the sensitive issues of author-
ship, contribution credit, and tractability.
Validation is factual, based only on the technical quality

of the methods, data, and analyses, but unbiased by the
“interest” of the question or lack of it. Moreover, the DR
submission can be easily anonymized in contrast to cur-
rent whole papers.
A vDR is easy to retrieve later with text-mining tools and

links between databases. Anyone planning an experiment
can easily access all related vDRs, in contrast to the cur-
rent difficulties that can be encountered in retrieving pre-
viously published results and procedures often hidden in
articles. Accessibility to vDRs will be a very important ob-
jective. This will be facilitated by a standardized shell for
the report structure, easy to search, and the development
of a specific openly accessible archiving and mining en-
gine, similar to what PubMed does for published articles.
Scientists who repeat the same or a similar experiment

can publish their material, methods, and results in the da-
tabase where the first vDR is included, following the same
high-standard validation procedure. If the results are
similar to the original ones, conclusions are strength-
ened, whereas if they differ, they raise attention to possi-
ble uncontrolled parameters or underlying variability,
prompting moderation of the conclusions. Negative re-
sults and replication failures are published and are as
tractable as positive results. Their availability together
with the initial results is a practical advantage. Thus, the
logs of vDRs (including revisions, repetitions when avail-
able, or their failure) become invaluable open and updat-
able documents.
The vDRs are included in curricula vitae and facilitate

the evaluation of expertise, know-how, and contribu-
tions, especially useful for students, early-career scien-
tists, and technicians, even if the final full papers are not
(yet) published or if the overall scientific program is
stopped.
vDRs are fully open (after the optional embargo period)

and can be used for new analysis or as supporting evi-
dence, with explicit reference to the source, in a com-
pletely transparent manner. vDRs can be used by any
scientist for different analyses or meta-analyses. This re-
leases the full potential of open and interactive science.

The vDR databases provide an exhaustive archiving
system of scientific production. To a large extent, they
can, in the long-run, replace the laboratory notebooks,
dematerialized or not, which are not open and not search-
able, and are hindered by archiving difficulties and, in
many cases, their unavoidable disappearance or loss. As
long as these databases are maintained, mirrored, and
saved, they are an invaluable resource, including for those
who will study the history of science.

Addressing the potential difficulties of
vDRs and two-step publication
The idea of vDRs immediately raises questions/objec-

tions that can be addressed one by one.

Who is going to validate the DRs?
Potential reviewers of DRs include all scientists who

currently review manuscripts, as well as experienced
postdocs, graduate students, or technicians who are ex-
perts on the methodological approach, but are currently
not solicited for article reviews. One DR being focused on
one type of experiment makes it easy and fast to evaluate
for familiar reviewers. Statistical advisors have quick con-
trol. It is anticipated that lists of points to be checked in
DRs (including the exhaustive description of materials) will
progressively become standardized, making the valida-
tion process easier and faster. Such checklists of key
points necessary for a DR to be valid can be easily built a
priori and evolve with experience. They can be made
available to facilitate the preparation of DRs.

Is this two-step process for scientific publication
going to slow down research?
Of course DR submission and validation take time. But

the submission is done by the scientists who conducted
the experiments, soon after their completion. The work-
load is spread among all those who participate in an ex-
periment, and this reporting is supposed to be performed
anyway, although in a less formal and standardized man-
ner, in laboratory notebooks. Submitting DRs is done in
parallel with other experiments, and when the time to
write the article comes, materials, methods, and results
are already completed and available. Minor initial slowing
is largely balanced by the expected long-term time sav-
ings because of increased validity and reproducibility.
Moreover, if the authors do not request an embargo, the
vDRs can be immediately accessible to the scientific
community as current preprints but with better validity.

Will scientists want to submit their results to a vDR
database?
Having results saved as vDRs would bring many bene-

fits to both senior and junior scientists. vDRs are strong
and tractable pieces on which publications are built,
whether they are large multiauthor/laboratory studies, re-
sulting in important “big” articles or smaller focused ones.
Laboratory expertise and know-how can be appreciated
based on its vDRs. For junior scientists, vDRs attest their
exact contribution and expertise even when the full paper
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is not yet accepted or if the overall project fails and no
publication is ever produced. In fact, valid results ob-
tained in lines of research that are not pursued to the full
article level can be made available and contribute to sci-
entific knowledge. The practice of writing DRs is excellent
training for experimental precision and rigor for early ca-
reer scientists. A short internship can result in a vDR, and
negative results of well done experiments can be depos-
ited and appreciated. The recent spectacular success of
preprint databases demonstrates that scientists are look-
ing forward to improving publication procedures.

Will dissociation of results from the broader context of
the article alter their evaluation?
Currently, experiments reported in articles are intro-

duced and their results interpreted in the context of a
broader biological question. It can be argued that when
the two are dissociated, it could lead to difficulties or lack
of rigor in the evaluation of the value of the experiment
and its results. In the current proposal, when DRs are sub-
mitted they first include “a clear exposure of the precise
biological question that the experiment directly aims to
answer.” Any scientific experiment is expected to answer
a precise question, whether it is descriptive (e.g., what is
the value of specific measurements within a certain sam-
ple of objects or populations? Are several parameters cor-
related?) or mechanistic (e.g., what is the effect of a
particular perturbation on specific measurements?). This
level is distinct from the scientific context in which the ex-
periment is conducted, such as a broader question about
a basic biological function at the cellular or system level,
or about a disease mechanism. At the level of DRs, the
validation is proposed to be performed based on simple
criteria. (1) Is the precise question asked sufficiently clear
to be actually answered? (2) Does the reported experi-
ment satisfactorily allow the question to be answered (are
the material and procedures appropriate?). (3) Are the re-
sults sufficiently convincing (are their quality, clarity, and
analytical procedure satisfactory? Are the number of repli-
cates sufficient and the statistical analysis correct to draw
conclusions?). This type of evaluation does not require
the broader context. In contrast, the scientific articles
composed of vDRs are expected to put the experiments
and their results in a broader meaningful context, and to
gather a sufficient variety of converging evidence to bring
a convincing contribution to a relevant biological problem.
I would argue that the distinction between these two lev-
els has beneficial effects by avoiding confusion between
two logically different steps.

Who is going to organize vDR databases and cover
their cost?
A way to answer this question is to ask who is currently

losing time and money with the insufficient quality and
lack of reproducibility in biomedical sciences (Freedman
et al., 2015). The primary source of funding is public
money, supplemented by private foundations or bodies,
including charities and generous donators (Viergever and
Hendriks, 2016). To increase research quality and yield,

all these funders could consider building vDR databases
for the research they support and request their use.
Academic institutions would clearly benefit from offering a
vDR database to their members, ensuring their preemi-
nence in high-quality and open science. The vDR data-
bases can also replace or be combined with and improve
other methods of conserving raw data and material from
notebooks. Publishers and journals have a key role to
play. They would boost their quality, hence their potential
impact, by requesting that submitted manuscripts only in-
clude vDRs. They could naturally consider setting up vDR
databases themselves. Any academic institution or funder
with ambitious goals and a vision for high-quality open
science could start the practice of vDR databases. Finally,
the industry, which deplores the lack of reliability of aca-
demic productions and the need to repeat published
experiments (Prinz et al., 2011), could be interested in
supporting the initiative. Modest DR submission fees
could also cover their cost. A strength of the vDR data-
base proposal is that it can be started at a “local” level
(i.e., individual funding agency or academic institution).
This would increase their respectability and visibility,
hopefully encouraging others to move in the same direc-
tion. The key of course is that all interested actors make
sure that once vDRs are published they are accessible
and searchable, and that high standards are agreed on.
Poor quality will be plainly visible and counter-selected.
It is expected that reliable vDR databases in contrast
to poor or insufficiently stringent databases will be easily
identifiable based on the quality of their content. An
archiving andmining engine for all available vDR databases
(a “vDR PubMed”) will be a very valuable development to
facilitate their access and boost their usefulness. Finally
and importantly, the requirement for vDR to publish articles
in respectable journals and the open access to vDR data-
bases should make quality checking easier, and should fa-
cilitate the fight against predatory publishers, paper mills,
and fake articles.

Conclusion
I propose dissociating scientific publication in two

steps: (1) first deposit and validate substantial sets of
experiments and results in ultimately open, searchable,
and updatable databases ; and (2) then write articles
using only deposited, validated results as strong and open
building material. I argue that in biomedical sciences it has
the potential to significantly improve the output quality, ad-
dressing many issues about validity, reproducibility, and
openness of science, as well as providing better recogni-
tion of scientists’ contributions and long-term storage of
the material on which science is built. I am not aware of
similar proposals and hope this proposal will trigger inter-
est and generate discussion and, hopefully, action.
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